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Abstract. Access-control systems are key components to guarantee the
security and confidentiality of resource repositories. Most access-control
systems that are today de facto standards were designed before the gen-
eralization of cloud services and Internet of Things. Such systems are
particularly heavy to maintain in today’s context, which gave rise to
more flexible approaches based on logical description using semantic web
technologies. In this paper, we propose a survey of these semantic ap-
proaches. Although this survey does not aim at being exhaustive, it offers
the reader an overview of the main trends and their limitations.
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1 Introduction

Access control refers to the regulation of access to shared resources depending
on the entity requesting access, the characteristic of the resource and the privacy
preferences of the resource/data owners [7]. Although access control has been an
early topic of interest, starting with file permission systems, the generalization
of cloud services and IoT raised several new challenges [8]. Most access-control
systems that are de facto standards were designed before this generalization and
are technically costly to maintain and scale on their current form. One fruitful
approach for overtaking these issues is the use of semantic-web technologies to
both formally describe and enforce access-control policies [17].

Although ontology-based access control policies are a subject of interest in
many works, few systematic surveys were proposed on this topic. To the authors’
best knowledge, the most recent one dates back to 2014 [14]. In this paper, we aim
at giving a more recent overview taking into account emerging trends in ontology-
based access control. We propose an original set of feature-oriented comparison
criteria between different methods, which is designed to assist researchers in
the choice of a particular method over another. Finally, we identified several
limitations that are consubstantial to all ontology-based control access systems
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and we discuss an extension of such systems using concepts from Multi-criteria
Decision Analysis.

In the remainder of this paper, we first specify the used criteria for analysing
the selected papers and we provide an overview of the system presented in these
papers. In the second section, we compare these systems based on the proposed
criteria. The third section examines limitations shared by all these approaches
and discusses an architecture aiming at overcoming these limitations.

2 Surveyed Systems

To conduct this survey, approaches of the access control problem were selected
based on their use of languages and formalism from semantic web to either
implement or to design access control models. The approaches presented in these
papers can be divided into two categories.

On the one hand, there are approaches that use an already existing access
control models and try to implement them using semantic web methods and
languages. On the other hand, there are approaches that searched to develop
new access control models using semantic web techniques and languages.

2.1 Approaches Using Already Existing Access Control Models

ROWLBAC . "ROWLBAC" is an implementation of the "Role-Based Ac-
cess Control" (RBAC) model that uses OWL. The 4 key notions of RBAC are
"roles", "actions", "subjects" and "objects". The RBAC policies give rights to
certain "subjects" to do certain "actions" to certain "objects" depending on their
"roles", like illustrated in the figure 1. The authorizations defined in RBAC are
only binary, an action is either authorized or prohibited.

Fig. 1: Example of RBAC control

A reference in the definition of the RBAC model is the standardization works
carried out by the NIST [15, 7]. Different levels of variations of the initial RBAC
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model are described in [15], each one adding new constraints and capabilities to
the previous one :

– Flat RBAC : The most basic version of RBAC, there are no relations between
roles.

– hierarchical RBAC : The roles are organised into a hierarchy, with a inheri-
tance mechanism for the authorizations given to roles.

– Constrained RBAC : This variation introduces "Separation of Duty" (SoD)
constraints. These constraints are used to specify if an action needs an au-
thorization from more than one person to be permitted.

– Symmetric RBAC : Finally, this variation allows for regular revocations or
reassignments of permissions in order to avoid role inflation.

The model used in [16] makes a different distinction between "possible roles"
and "active roles" than in the NIST standardization [7]. Indeed, contrary to
the NIST model in which a subject could only have one active role at a time,
ROWLBAC allows a subject to have several active roles at a time. This mod-
ification also have a consequence on the "Separation of Duty" constraints. In
ROWLBAC, there are "static SoD" that specify the "possible roles" that a sin-
gle subject can not have at the same time, and "dynamic SoD" that indicates
the roles that a single subject can not have "active" at the same time.

ROWLBAC suggests two ways of implementing RBAC principles in OWL.
In the first one, each role is modelized by a class, subclass of the general class
"Role" and in the second one each role is an instance of this general class [16].

Finally, the access rights are written directly in the ontology, as shown in
listing 1.1. Some properties of RBAC that could not be expressed in OWL are
enforced using description logic. For example, the ROWLBAC implementation
uses the N3Logic language [16].

Listing 1.1: Access rule example with ROWLBAC (from [16])
PermittedVoteAction a r d f s : Class ;

r d f s : subClassOf rbac : PermittedAction ;
owl : equ iva l en tC la s s [

a owl : Class ;
owl : i n t e r s e c t i o nO f (

Vote [
a owl : R e s t r i c t i o n ;
owl : al lValuesFrom ex : Act iveC i t i z en ;
owl : onProperty rbac : sub j e c t

]
)

] .

ABAC . The "Attribute-Based Access Control" (ABAC) model is similar to
RBAC. But instead of just the notion of "roles", any kind of attribute that allows
to describe the context of the access can be modeled. It may be identities / roles,
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devices, actions, types of data, location, time,... For instance, ABAC allows to
model the whole context of data access in a smart home environment [6] (cf.
figure 2) .

Fig. 2: Example of ABAC attributes (from [6])

One implementation of ABAC using OWL was mentioned at the end of [16],
still using N3Logic to define rules. An other implementation proposed in [6] uses
SWRL to write the access rules. The listing 1.2 gives an example of a rule for
ABAC

Listing 1.2: Access rule example in SWRL for ABAC model (from [6])
sme : CrashReports ( ? requestedData ) ∧
sme : familyMemberInRoom ( ?aMember ) ∧
sme : ageOf ( ?aMember , ?someAge ) ∧
swrlb : lessThan ( ?someAge , "18") ∧

=> accessDenied ( ? requestedData )

OrBAC . "OrBAC" stands for "Organization-Based Access Control" model. It
can be seen as a deepening of RBAC concepts which allows to abstract more than
just the "subject" of a permission. Thus, the OrBAC model allows to describe the
structure of an organization through three abstract concepts : "roles", "views"
and "activities", abstracting respectively "subjects", "objects" and "actions"
[9]. Here the idea of "roles" is the same as in RBAC, "views" regroup objects
having a common property and "activities" modelize actions on "views". These
abstractions are illustrated on figure 3.

Multi-OrBAC . "Multi-OrBAC" is an extension of OrBAC that allows to
consider a complex network composed of many organizations. For example, a
context it can be applied to would be to ensure the security of medical data
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Fig. 3: OrBAC abstraction

processing in the hospital environment [10]. Compared to the original OrBAC,
Multi-OrBAC adds a level of abstraction by adding the idea of "organization",
and with it, the necessity to link the notions of "roles", "views", "actions" and
"context" to the organisation they are related to. It also allows to define a
hierarchy in the organizations considered, as well as to describe inheritance for
permissions depending on this hierarchy. Finally, the rules

Listing 1.3: Access rule example for Multi-OrBAC model (from [1])
Permiss ion ( Physic ian−in−Org_A, Reading−in−Org_B, MedicalRecord , d i s a s t e r )
∧
Play (Bob , Physic ian−in−Org_A) ∧
Correspond_to ( f 1 . xml , MedicalRecord−in−Org_B) ∧
Belong_to (Read−xml ( ) , Reading−in−Org_B) ∧
Is−t rue ( d i s a s t e r −in−Org_B)

−> Is_permitted (Bob , Read−Xml−F i l e ( ) , f 1 . xml )

2.2 Approaches Defining New Access Control Models

OBAC . The "Ontology-Based Access Control" (OBAC) model aims at provid-
ing access control mechanism for FAIR datasets. Although FAIR principles do
not necessarily require semantic web technologies to describe metadata, the use
of RDF and SPARQL endpoints has become standard de facto Access-control
policies can be required to manage FAIR data in sensitive context, such as crim-
inal case reports, as mentioned in [4]. Its authors propose to tackle this problem
by making use of existing metadata linked to the dataset under consideration.
OBAC also uses the notion of roles but, unlike ROWLBAC, they do not appear
in the rules directly. Instead, each role is associated to a graph projection (with
SPARQL Construct, see example in listing 1.4) in order to restrain access to a
subset of the original graph depending on each user’s credential.
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Listing 1.4: Example of SPARQL Construct query used in OBAC (from [4])
? item dwo : ha sT i t l e ? ob j e c t .
IF
? item rd f : type dwo : Item .
? item dwo : hasDest inat ion dwd :USA .
? item dwo : hasOr ig in dwd :USA .
? item dwo : hasTopic ? t op i c .
? t op i c rd f : type ? topicType .
? topicType r d f s : subClassOf+ dwo : Drugs .

KAoS . Although KAos isn’t stricto sensu an access control system, we decided
to include it in this paper given its major influence. KAos was initially aiming at
providing an agent-based framework making use of semantic in service descrip-
tion to allow different systems to collaborate. Multi-agent systems providing an
agnostic for message transmission before the generalization of REST protocol.
Although authors presents KAos, in its first version, [3] as an agent-based frame-
work, following works on KAos have left this aspect behind. One aspect worth
noticing in the first version of KAos wasn’t semantically grounded despite the
claims of the authors. The semantic was limited to set of action-verbs that agents
were able to execute.

Nevertheless, KAos through multiple and regular iterations (see for example
[18] and [19]) has become agnostic with respect to message brokers and has
focused on defining an OWL representation of policies. These policies go beyond
access control, for example they can be used to describe mandatory actions
applying whenever a given policy fails to apply. KAos is still to express access-
control policies but its scope is larger (cf. figure 4).

3 Feature Based Comparison of Selected Systems

3.1 Comparison Criteria

We selected comparison criteria aiming to choose one of the approaches in order
to implement an access control using ontologies according to the specific needs of
end users. These criteria are therefore not orthogonal but express some trade-off
between different requirements.

The first criterion is the expressiveness of the access control rules defined
by an approach. This expressiveness correlates with the granularity and the
specificity of the allowed access control rules. Granularity refers to the maximum
precision in selecting resources which are under control and specificity refers to
the precision in selecting types of users for which the rules will apply.

The second criterion is the generalisability of the approaches to different
application domains. The application domain indeed strongly impacts the se-
mantic representation of resources and users. It is therefore crucial for a fruitful
implementation to consider whether and how easily an approach can be applied
to a new application domain.
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Fig. 4: Example of KAoS policy (from [19])

The third and last criterion is the intelligibility of the access control rule
formalism. In order to maintain the system and to facilitate user acceptance, it
is desirable that the formalism be understandable even with little or no prior
knowledge of the semantic web. The conceptual choices have a direct impact on
this possibility. Such a criterion also provides information on the auditability of
the system, that is to say the possibility to verify more or less automatically if
the system meets certain requirements.

3.2 Comparison of approaches

Expressiveness of the rules The ROWLBAC approach, based on RBAC
is expressive in terms of specificity, allowing to define arbitrary complex roles
hierarchy. These roles are then associated to actions that can be either permitted
or prohibited. The approach, however, provides very few ways to model actions in
an expressive way, for example to organize actions hierarchically. Moreover, the
approach does not allow to represent permission, which is an important concept
distinct from authorization and interdiction.

The OWL implementation of ABAC in [6] reflects the greater expressiveness
of the ABAC access-control protocol over RBAC [5]. In ABAC, the authoriza-
tion policies are defined by rules which depend on the attributes of the users
performing the request, the considered resource and the environment in which
the request is made. The notion of context of a request is introduced by taking
the environment into account. [6] propose an elegant and expressive model of
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physical contexts by using a transitive object property which allows to represent
the physical context with different degree of granularity. For instance, a user
located in the bathroom can be considered as being in the house or in a private
room : house partOf←−−−− private room partOf←−−−− bathroom.

It is difficult to characterize the expressiveness of OBAC since it relies ex-
clusively on the expressiveness of the FAIR dataset considered. Nevertheless it
should be noted that the use of SPARQL Construct offers an innovative and
potentially powerful way to address the issue of access control.

Multi-OrBAC is an extension of the OrBAC approach that also corrects
some modeling errors that went unnoticed in OrBAC [2]. Multi-OrBAC aims
at providing a well-founded semantic framework for access control across sev-
eral organizations. It is together with KAOS [19] the most expressive approach
of all. Not only are the concepts of roles and roles hierarchy in organization
defined (as in ROWLBAC), but Multi-OrBAC also provides ways to represent
resources and activities at an organization level. This does not preclude several
organization to have similar resources and activities, on the contrary, it allows to
establish a correspondence between these similar activities. Furthermore, Multi-
OrBAC offers the three classic deontic modalities : prohibition, obligation and
permission together with a fourth (non deontic) modality : recommendation.
It is thus possible to design very expressive rule sets fitting the complexity of
multi-organizational access management.

Finally, KAos [?] is undoubtedly the most expressive approach. This is ex-
plainable by the scope of this approach, who goes beyond access-control. KAoS
possesses the expressivity of multi-OrBAC and extends in several ways. The
most innovative, are firstly the ability to define priority in rules application
whenever several rules are triggered simultaneously. This allow to precisely con-
trol in which order the rules will be applied in complex situation. Secondly the
ability to take historical context of rules execution to define meta-rules that will
use this context to modify the ruleset and the rule execution priority.

Generalisability to other application areas The RBAC model implemented
in ROWLBAC has been recognized by a NIST study as being adapted to the
majority of business needs [7]. Besides, because of its simplicity, it can easily be
generalized to other contexts. For example, in [16], it is used to specify authorized
actions of people in a society according to their status.

In the ABAC model, the notion of "attribute" is a very broad concept, with-
out any restriction, which lets us model devices, users, actions, as well as dates
and places as attributes. For instance, it can be used to model the different
rooms of a house, the IoT devices in it, the types of data that can be accessed,
the possible roles of the people accessing data and even differentiate time slots
[6]. So, like for ROWLBAC, the ABAC model allows to describe the context of
almost any situation. Because of its higher expressiveness, it can even be used
in more situations than ROWLBAC.
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Because OBAC is not based on a well-defined model, it is quite difficult to
evaluate the ability to generalize this approach [4]. In the end, the use of OBAC
in a system depends on the format of the data used in this system.

The OrBAC and Multi-OrBAC approaches, although very useful to easily and
efficiently model the structure of a complex organization, cannot be generalized
as much as the previous works [2]. The three central concepts of OrBAC, namely
roles, views and activities, force us to limit ourselves to situations where these
notions are relevant.

The KAos approach by aiming at generality by conception, is applicable to
many new situations. However, it suffer from two particularly strong limitations.
The first limitation relates to the choice of compiling rules in an intermediate,
non-standard format, to improve performances. This choice makes difficult to
guarantee that all rules that can be expressed in OWL could be actually com-
piled and the authors provides no theoretical proof giving such guarantee. The
second limitation is the fact that some of KAoS features are not expressible in
OWL and necessitate to rely on the correctness of the implementation. This is
for example the case for assigning priority to rules. This limitations make it dif-
ficult to reuse KAoS approach, instead, one would have to use the whole KAoS
framework without much possibility of modifying it (the cost of modifying the
source framework of this complexity being prohibitive).

Intelligibility for the end user The formal language used in ROWLBAC
to express access rules is N3Logic [16], a language that allows the expression
of human-understandable rules. Rules in ROWLBAC can enforce some desired
properties that could not be expressed in the model, for instance "separation
of duty" rules. Unfortunately, these kinds of rules can be complex and hard
to understand. Two ways to model roles are presented in [16]. The first one
allows the use of Description Logic reasoning to infer the hierarchy between the
different roles, but the second one does not. As a consequence, rules in N3Logic
must be written to enforce the inheritance of roles. These rules are short and
simple. Finally, the last rules defined are rules to enforce the access control itself.
Because of the simplicity of the RBAC model that ROWLBAC implement, these
rules are short and they explicitly show the logic behind the authorization of an
action.

Because of its greater expressiveness, ABAC [6] is less intelligible than ROWL-
BAC. Indeed, the contexts that can be described in ABAC are more complex
and take into account way more aspects than just roles. And having more com-
plex contexts means that the access rules associated to these contexts are likely
to be more complex too.

With OBAC, the rules are defined using relations described directly in the
data. The examples given in [4] are quite explicit. In order to understand the
rules, the user only needs to have an idea of how the data are organized. In the
end, with OBAC, the intelligibility of the rules depends on the intelligibility of
the data themselves.
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The OrBAC model is constrained by its key concepts : roles, views and ac-
tivities [2]. However, unlike ROWLBAC which is only constrained by the notion
of role, understanding the concepts behind the ideas of OrBAC is not trivial
and requires some knowledge of the model. This complexity of the model im-
plies that the access rules in this model are harder to understand. Multi-OrBAC
adds even more complexity by adding the notion of organization, and with it,
the ideas of "Role in an Organization", "View in an Organization", "Activity in
an Organization" and "Context in an organization" [2]. All these elements must
be specified in the access rules. In the end, the rules in Multi-OrBAC, although
allowing a precise control of access to the data, are hard to understand without
prior knowledge of the model and the concepts behind it.

The KAoS framework, through a dedicated user interface for rule expression
in a syntax close to natural language is certainly the most intelligible for end
users.

Overview The analysis carried out previously is summarized in the table 1

Table 1: Summary of the analysis
Name Expressiveness Generalisability Intelligibility

RBAC - + -

ABAC ++ ++ +

OrBAC + - –

Multi-OrBAC ++ - -

OBAC = = =

KAoS ++ – +

4 Discussion and future work

The generalization of open-data is undoubtedly an improvement. This may ex-
plain why the issue of controlling access to accessible data-sets has only re-
ceived little interest in the scientific community. Nevertheless, with the rise of
e-governments and the increasing need for collaboration between Law Enforce-
ment Agencies to fight crime at an international level (see [12] for an example
on tax evasion), the need for differentiated access control over semantic data is
likely to increase.

Using semantic technologies to ensure access control has undeniable advan-
tages. First of all, the theoretical foundation of the semantic web are very solid
and the technology itself has been in use for decades, which offers strong guar-
antee of reliability for a domain as sensitive as access control. Furthermore, se-
mantic web and ontologies are strongly related to knowledge representation and
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do not use black box algorithms, so each decision of authorization or prohibition
to access a resource by an entity is explicable.

However, these advantages come with several drawback that restrain the
practical use of semantic technologies for access control. The most important
limitation is the cost, both in time and resources, of tailoring an approach to
a particular use-case. Ontological engineering is known to require a substantial
amount of conceptualization time before any implementation. Meanwhile, or-
ganization such as national Law Enforcement Agencies are subject to frequent
regulatory changes. In a pure semantic approach, each regulatory change would
require non-negligible amount of time to update the system properly.

These considerations have led us to consider a new approach based on a
distinction between slowly evolving primary source of access control rules (i.e
organic laws, international treaties) and fast evolving secondary source of ac-
cess control rules (i.e organizational level regulation). We aim to develop a new
approach that will use semantic web technologies for the modeling of the pri-
mary sources of access control rules, which applies to each organization and will
use a reinforcement learning decision support system for the secondary sources
of access control. The latter approach was experienced with in the context of
supporting end user in authorization management for the Android platform [13].

The Decision Support System, based on a Multicriteria Decision Analysis ap-
proach, will therefore be used to handle fast change in organizationnal policies
relative to access control. Its scope, that is, the set of resources for which it will
provide authorization, prohibition or permission, will be a subset of the resources
managed by the semantic access control system. Indeed, the organizational poli-
cies are lower in the hierarchy of norms [11] and must therefore comply with the
higher norms, for example a national police regulation must comply with organic
laws of the nation the police belongs to.

What we aim is therefore to reuse the works on ontological-access control
to model high-level (i.e. organic laws) access control regulation. Then to use
approach based on Multicriteria Decision Analysis to provide a more fine and
easy to modify access control at institution level.
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